Abstract. This paper summarizes our experience in teaching courses on formal methods (FM) to Computer Science (CS) and Software Engineering (SE) students at various universities around the world, including University of Madeira (UMa) in Portugal, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana (PUJ) and University of Los Andes (Uniandes) in Colombia, Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) in the USA, and at Innopolis University (INNO) in the Russian Federation. We report challenges faced during the past 10 to 15 years to teach FM to millennials undergraduate and graduate students and describe how we have coped with those challenges. We formulate a characterization of millennials, based on our experience, and show how this characterization has shaped our decisions in terms of course structure and content. We show how these decisions are reflected on the current structure of the MSS (Models of Software Systems) course that currently runs as part of the MSIT-SE (Master of Science in Information Technology -Software Engineering) programme offered at INNO. We have conducted two surveys among students, the first one at CMU and the second one at INNO that we have used to document and justify our decisions. The first survey is about the choice of Event-B as mathematical formalism and the second one is about the organization of teams of students within the classroom to work on software projects based on Event-B.
Introduction
In spite of the widespread misconception that Formal Methods (FM) are not cost-effective (results do not outweigh the investment in time and money), they have proven their potential to dramatically increase the quality of software systems as conceived and developed by the IT industry [8, 11, 15] . The IT software industry is hence an unconquered yet alluring territory for people working in Academia. We claim here that the best way to conquer that territory is by properly training IT students, developing usable and cost-effective FM tools, and addressing students' needs.
The first author taught FM related courses at UMa (University of Madeira), in Portugal, from 2007 to 2013. He visited the Human-Computer Interaction Institute (HCII) of Carnegie Mellon University, in Pittsburgh, USA, in 2010, where he gave a couple of guest lectures to students of the HCI master course offered by CMU as part of the PUI (Programming Usable Interfaces) course. PUI included a Lab on Android [19] and a course project in which students were asked to implement a usable [23] Android app. The author then replicated PUI at UMa from 2011 to 2013. The course at UMa taught in 2011 was essentially a replica of the course offered at CMU, however, in 2012 and 2013, the course at UMa was modified to include the teaching of FM techniques, the modeling of programs in Event-B, and the code generation of the core functionality of an Android app developed during the course project. To our knowledge, that was the first time that two, arguably, diverse topics, FM and HCI, were combined in a single master course to formally develop Android apps. PUI at UMa was lectured to HCI and CS students.
In the Fall of 2015, the first author joint the Faculty staff of the CS department of INNO. He worked initially as a visiting scholar at CMU, in Pittsburgh, PA, with the purpose of becoming a CMU certified instructor of the Models of Software Systems (MSS) master course that is part of the MSIT-SE (Master of Science in Information Technology -Software Engineering) programme offered at CMU and INNO. The goal of the MSIT-SE programme at CMU as well as at INNO is to create software company leaders in the field of SE and to help students build theoretical as well as practical expertise in the use of FM techniques which they can later use in their careers. The MSS course is a FM course taught to SE students in the Fall of every year. It exposes students to several FM techniques and models, including first-order logic, state machines, concurrency, and temporal logic. The first author started teaching an adapted version of MSS at INNO in the Fall of 2016. This adapted version profited from our previous experience with PUI at UMa whereby students implemented a usable and verified Android app during their course project. The adapted version is nurtured by the results of two surveys we have conducted. We conducted the first survey in Pittsburgh in the Fall of 2015 among students of the MSS course offered at CMU. The survey sheds light on the benefits of using Event-B in the classroom. The MSS course at CMU included a course project with 3 deliverables for the modeling and analysis of an Infusion Pump [4] . The course project at INNO was re-structured to consider the analysis and formal software development of an Android app. The second survey was conducted among students of the MSS course at INNO. The goal of this second survey is to understand how a team of students can work together to develop software based on Event-B.
The second author has been teaching a model-based software development course at PUJ (Pontificia Universidad Javeriana), Cali, Colombia, for the past 15 years. Courses at PUJ utilize Event-B [1] as main mathematical formalism, and cover not only techniques such as system modeling and refinement [3] but also tool-assisted deductive proof of model transformations with the Rodin platform [2] . Back in 2007, the second author invited the first one to give a couple of guest lectures on JML [20] (Java Modeling Language) and Design-by-Contract [22] (DbC) for the final part of one his undergraduate courses at the PUJ. This constituted a breakthrough in the way we started structuring and lecturing FM courses at our respective universities as JML and DbC expose students to a more pragmatic approach to reasoning about mathematical models: in addition to proving the correctness of their models, students managed to run their models in an Object-Oriented (O-O) programming language. We, therefore, decided to bridge mathematical models in Event-B with JML-specified programs in Java: we designed and implemented the EventB2Java Java code generator [26] and decided to incorporate it into the teaching of our courses. We released the first version of EventB2Java in 2012 [13] .
This paper summarizes our experience in teaching FM to students of various universities around the world during the past decade and more, and this experience is con. Our students have traditionally been Computer Science (CS), Software Engineering (SE), but also Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) students. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives some basic background on the mathematical fundamentals that are taught in our FM courses. This section may be skipped by readers with a background in FM. Section 3 shows our characterization of millennials. This characterization has been gathered from our own experience and from discussions with peers and students. Section 4 explains how this characterization has been used to shape the MSS master course that is currently lectured at INNO. It also shows the results and analysis of our first survey. It gives a series of recommendations for restructuring the MSS course. Section 5 presents the results of our second survey. It sheds light on how to conduct formal software development of Android apps with Event-B and how development teams of students can be organized in the classroom. Section 7 presents our conclusions and discusses future work.
Preliminaries on Formal Methods
This section provides a broad view of software development with Event-B, JML and DbC, the EventB2Java tool and the Rodin platform. It provides the reader with a basic understanding of the mathematical fundamentals that are taught to students in our courses and the tools that are used.
Formal Methods
The expression Formal Method refers to a direct technique for constructing dependable systems. A system is dependable when evidence exists that its benefits outweigh its risks. A direct technique is one that focuses dependability on the system satisfying some critical properties, rather than on the functions or tasks it should perform. FMs provide ways to integrate these properties into the system design and to mathematically prove system compliance with them.
The Event-B Method
Event-B is a formal modeling language for reactive systems that allows the modeling of software and hardware systems [1] altogether. It is based on Action Systems [5] , a formalism describing the behavior of a system by the atomic actions that the system carries out. An Action System describes the state space of a system and the possible actions that can be executed in it. Event-B models are composed of contexts and machines. Contexts define constants, uninterpreted sets and their properties expressed as axioms, while machines define variables and their properties, and state transitions expressed as events. An event is composed of a guard and an action. The guard represents conditions that must hold in a state for the event to trigger. The actions compute new values for state variables, thus performing observable state transitions. In Event-B, systems are typically modeled via a sequence of refinements. First, an abstract machine is developed and verified to satisfy whatever correctness and safety properties are desired. Refinement machines are used to add more detail to the abstract machine until the model is sufficiently concrete for hand or automated translation to code. Refinement Proof Obligations (POs) are discharged to ensure that each refinement is a faithful model of the previous machine, so that all machines satisfy the correctness properties of the original.
JML (the Java Modeling Language) and DbC
(Design-by-Contract)
JML [20] is an interface specification language for Java. It is designed for specifying the behavior of Java classes and is included directly in Java source files using special comment markers. JML's type system includes all built-in Java types and additional types representing mathematical sets, sequences, functions, and relations. JML expressions are a superset of Java expressions, with the addition of notations for logical implication, existential quantification, and for universal quantification. JML class specifications can include invariant clauses (assertions that must be satisfied in every visible state of the class), initially clauses (specifying conditions that the post-state of every class constructor must satisfy), and history constraints, which are similar to invariants, with the additional ability to relate pre-and post-states of a method. JML offers support to Design-by-Contract (DbC). The basic idea behind DbC is that classes and clients have a contract with each other [22] . To be able to call methods of a class, a client must respect certain conditions. These conditions are called preconditions. Therefore, if the client respects the method precondition, the class must guarantee that the postcondition will hold after the method call. The idea of using preconditions and postconditions for specifying programs is not recent, it dates back to a paper on formal verification written by C.A.R. Hoare in 1969 [18] .
The EventB2Java Tool
EventB2Java is a code generator for Event-B. It generates JML-specified Java implementations of Event-B models. EventB2Java is implemented as a plug-in of Rodin, an open-source Eclipse IDE that provides a set of tools for working with Event-B models, e.g. it provides an editor, a PO generator, and several provers.
EventB2Java generates an Eclipse project that includes the JML-annotated Java implementation of the Event-B model and the libraries needed to execute the Java code.
Millennials
This section presents our perspective on who millennials are, and what makes them different from other generation of students. Definitions below come from our own experience, collected in our daily interactions with students. We further discussed our definitions with colleagues during a brainstorming session that took place at SECM 2017. Representatives from Academia and IT Industry participated in the discussions as well as a couple of millennials students attending ICSE 2017. Millennials shared their view on the characterization below.
Curiosity Millennials are curious by nature.
Tech Savvy Millennials naturally engage in technology and the use of novel devices. They are not afraid of technology.
Discovery-Driven Millennials are often interested in the most recent technological inventions of society. This does not necessarily mean that they are interested in the fundamentals (to know why it works) of that said technology but usually just in how it works.
Immediate Feedback Millennials quite often ask for immediate feedback on the activities they undertake, or feedback on the results of their assessments. Likewise, they expect that tools they use would give them immediate feedback. The typical case of this in FM is to expect feedback from proof assistants (provers) on why a proof rule cannot be applied at certain point, or why a proof tactic cannot discharge a whole proof. They see provers as push-button tools. They expect feedback from compilers on which line of code is producing an error.
Solution over Theory Millennials sometimes show little interest in the fundamentals of a solution. They certainly want to see the solution of a problem, but they may struggle with being able to generalize the solution to problems of the same kind. Solution over Theory relates to Tech Savvy. Millennials are easily engaged in new technology and know how to use it, but often do not know why it works.
Active Learner Millennials easily engage in activities they are interested in and use technology to learn what interests them. They frequently discover strategies through individual experiments with a tool, for instance, when using provers, they might apply pruning steps of automatic proofs and restart with different provers.
Easily Bored Millennials get bored by things are not interesting to them. Things that interest them are often related to technology, social activities, media, and the Internet.
Visually Focused Millennials are interested in systems and programs they can picture in their minds. Traditional FM courses use toy examples to introduce topics and theories. Millennials are often not interested in or struggle to understand those types of problems. They often prefer to be presented examples they can visualize in their minds, or are related to some particular technology they are familiar with.
Multi-Tasker Millennials are often involved in multiple activities at the same time. Those activities may be related to Academia or not.
Individual Focus Millennials struggle to work in teams. This is perhaps not a unique feature of millennials. Lacking teamwork skills is true of students in countries the authors have worked, namely, Portugal, Colombia, and Russia. It was true of the students who shared their experiences with us during the discussion sessions at SECM 2017, who studied in universities in the USA (one of the students was originally from China). The reason students gave us for the lack of teamwork skills is that millennials often put their personal interests before the interests of their team.
Socially Aware Millennials often engage in social activities. They care about society, animals, nature, and other people around them. They enjoy the social media and the social apps.
Learning from Failure It is related to Immediate Feedback. Millennials learn through failure and counter-examples. They feel the need to see an example that contradicts their theories.
Formal Methods at Innopolis University
Our efforts on teaching FM at INNO started the year 2016 after that the first author visited CMU during the Fall of 2015. During his visit, the first author received training in teaching MSS (Models of Software Systems), a course that is part of the MSIT-SE (Master of Science in Information Technology -Software Engineering) programme that is offered by CMU. INNO has traditionally offered a similar MSIT-SE programme in Russia in a common partnership with CMU. The MSIT-SE programme at INNO is designed for SE professionals with one or two years of work experience in software development. The programme was originally structured and developed by CMU in Pittsburgh. Faculty at INNO are trained at CMU on each core master course, and once back at Innopolis are expected to replicate the same or adapted versions of the respective courses. When the first author visited CMU in the Fall of 2015, he has the opportunity to give some guest lectures on predicate and first-order logic, UML and OCL, and, to introduce Event-B into MSS for the first time. The following year the author was appointed by INNO. In the Fall of 2016, he introduced Event-B to the course syllabus of MSS. Initial teaching of Event-B at CMU started as 2 weekly hour and a half sessions. The teaching of Event-B at INNO was extended from 2 to 4 sessions, and the third project deliverable was re-oriented around the software development of an Android app whose core functionality was modeled in Event-B. During his visit to CMU, the author conducted a survey among students about their impressions on the Event-B part of the course that it was introduced. The results of this first survey are presented in Section 4.1. In addition to that survey at CMU, we had informal chats with students gathering their impressions about Event-B and discussing how it can contribute to their future professional carriers.
MSS students at CMU and INNO had previous exposure to logic and software development, typically covered by courses such as Discrete Mathematics and Software Engineering. The MSS course at CMU consists of 16 weekly classes and 16 weekly recitation sessions. Sessions are 2 hours and 45 minutes each. The course has homework assignments, which are issued weekly and are due the following week. Each recitation session discusses issues and challenges that took place during the homework assignment of the previous week. Students are exposed to propositional and predicate logic, proof techniques, sets relations and functions, sequences and induction, state machines, Z [28] , concurrency, and linear temporal logic. The final sessions of the course are dedicated to exposing students to the use of FM in practice, for instance, the use of FM tools and techniques in companies like Amazon or Microsoft. The author was given the opportunity to introduce Event-B during two of the final practice sessions of the CMU course where Professor David Garlan is the main instructor. At INNO, the author modified the final part of the MSS course structure. The Event-B sessions replaced the "FM in Practice" final sessions.
At CMU, the course project is about the modeling and verification of an Infusion Pump [4] . The course project has 3 deliverables on FSP (Finite State Process), Z, and FSP with temporal logic, respectively. At INNO, we re-structured the course project to have 2 deliverables. Students initially turn in the core functionality of an Android app in Event-B and its implementation in Java. For the second project deliverable students turn in the interface of the app in Android Studio, interfaced with the Java implementation.
The Survey at CMU
Changes introduced to the structure of the MSS course at INNO are motivated by a survey conducted at CMU that encompasses 3 main questions related to Event-B. Questions put forward the idea of introducing Event-B into the course syllabus. In general, modifications to the MSS course are subtle due to the tight interplay of the course material: lectures are assessed through weekly homework assignments, which are related to the course project, the midterm, and the final exam. Hence, introducing Event-B into the course syllabus entails to create a homework assignment for each Event-B session, to add relevant questions on Event-B to the midterm and final exams, and primarily to link Event-B to one or all the three project deliverables.
Colleagues at CMU often asked us about the benefits of bringing Event-B into the MSS course as compared to the use of Z. Thus, the introduction of Event-B to the MSS course somehow came in contraposition to the use of Z. The following hypotheses formalize the concerns of my colleagues above. The survey presented in this Section addresses those concerns and justifies the introduction of Event-B to the MSS course at INNO in Russia 1 . We do not argue that Event-B is a better or more expressive language or mathematical formalism than Z. Instead, we argue here that Event-B is more suitable for millennials than Z as it responds better to their needs. Event-B has a practical lien to code refinement and code generation that is not quite present, in practice, in Z. At INNO, we have re-oriented the third deliverable of MSS' course project to encompass the formal software development of an Android app in which the core functionality of the app is modeled in Event-B and its core functionality is code generated with the EventB2Java formal methods tool [13] .
Hypothesis 1: Students can understand a program written in Event-B more easily and accurately as compared to a program written in Z implementing the same functionality.
Hypothesis 2: Event-B can easily be integrated and used to validate, verify, animate, and reason about software systems we use in industry.
Student's Feedback
We conducted a survey among the students of the MSS course at CMU. The survey was anonymous and conducted online. 29 students answered the survey. Answers were not mandatory, so some students left some answers blank. 79% of the answers given to this question point out to practical aspects of Event-B. By "real examples" students mean a strong connection to software systems. Students were presented a modeling example of a social network in Event-B [14] . MSS is rather an unusual course. It is a FM course, and hence strongly mathematically oriented, lectured to SE students, who might or might not be as mathematically strong as Computer Science students often are. This fact compels us (FM instructors) to motivate and attract students by presenting modeling and verification examples of applications they use in life rather than demonstrating traditional Computer Science toy examples. The examples must illustrate the lien between modeling and verification with software technology. 48% of the answers given (the first 3 rows) point out to practical aspects of Event-B. The first row makes reference to the fact that Event-B implements refinement calculus techniques. As discussed in Section 7, although Z also offers refinement, in practice, it focuses more on model refinement than on coding as Event-B does. For Event-B, we regularly use the EventB2Java tool to demonstrate that mathematical logical models are implementable. EventB2Java generates Java implementations of Event-B models. Overall, Question 1 tells about students' general satisfaction about the Event-B part of the course. Second and fourth answers to Question 2 provide support for hypothesis 2. The last answer to Question 3 and the third answer to Question 2 give some indications about Hypothesis 1. Answers to Question 4 of the questionnaire tell that students prefer to have the lectures on Event-B right after the ones on Z.
The two first answers to Question 2 are related to "Visually Focused" (Section 3). The examples presented in class relate to a social network. This seeks to stress the "Social Aware" aspect of millennials. All together we decided to write a series of recommendations to modify the structure of the MSS course at INNO which we present in Section 4.3. We additionally map those recommendations to the description of millennials presented in Section 3.
Recommendations
The following recommendations for improvement of the structure of the MSS course are consequences of the hypotheses raised in Section 4.1, the results of the survey presented in Section 4.2, and informal discussions held with students. We relate our recommendations with the characterization of millennials presented in Section 3 as Related Aspects.
1. Build a large battery of modeling examples, and homework assignments with questions and solutions. This recommendation is for most of the topics and chapters of the teacher guide book written by professors Garlan, Wing, and Celiku. Examples must be full-fledged modeling and verification examples of software systems. An artifact of this suggestion is writing the second part of the teacher guide book to include modeling and verification examples of software systems. Related Aspects: (i.) "Visually Focused", examples must relate to systems students are familiar with rather than to programs. (ii.) "Discovery-Driven", examples can relate to mobile applications, or to social networking sites. 2. Implement a hands-on approach to work during the recitation sessions. Besides discussing issues related to the previous homework assignment, recitations should additionally expose students to the use of FM tools. For instance, recitation sessions on logical proofs can be supported with the use of the Coq proof assistant tool [6] , rather than doing proofs manually on the board. In our experience SE students today do not like conducting logical proofs on paper. The use of Coq (and other tools assistants such as PVS [25] and Isabelle [24] ) has several advantages for students. The use of proof assistants makes students aware of i.) the fact that tool-assisted deductive proofs are feasible, and ii.) that tool assistants check for us common mistakes we make during a proof that are otherwise difficult or impossible to detect by just human inspection. For instance, a common mistake that students make is to attempt to apply an inference rule that cannot be applied. Another common mistake we have noticed students make in paper-and-pencil proofs is to use a rule that opens an assumption, but forget to close that assumption. Students mistakenly think that the goal under the assumption is a discharged proof. Proof assistants like Coq detect these mistakes and provide users feedback via error messages with links to the source of the problem.
The proof under the assumption will not show as discharged. Our recommendation is not to forbid the use and practice of pencil-and-paper proofs among students. Students can conduct pencil-and-paper proofs of small theorems, to get familiar with the technique, but should use tool assistants for proving large or challenging theorems. Related Aspects: (i.) "Immediate Feedback", the Coq tool provides immediate feedback on errors users make during a proof. (ii.) "Learning from Failure", feedback provided by the Coq tool enables users to learn from their mistakes.
3. The second suggestion above is about using Coq, however, other proof assistants can do a good job too. The advantage of using Coq lies on the Curry-Howard isomorphism: a mathematical proof in classical logic without the excluded-middle rule is a program in the logic of the typed lambdacalculus. The consequences of this result are all positive. Students can run proofs as programs, for instance, in Objective Caml (an implementation of typed lambda calculus). If a lecture introduces a soundness proof of the translation performed by a parser, then the proof is just the program implementing the parser. There is no better way to motivate students to conduct proofs: proofs are programs that are part of software systems students can run. Related Aspects: (i.) "Solution over Theory", the theory about the syntax and semantics of a parser is carried down to animating a program that shows what the parser does.
4. Regarding the lectures on Natural and Structural induction, the key link between induction and programming is recursion. Recursive definitions require well-founded inductive proofs. If Coq is to be introduced into the MSS course, one can use Objective Caml (Coq's programming language) to write examples of recursive definitions, and Coq to formalize the algorithm in logic and discharge underlying Proof Obligations. Examples of recursive definitions may relate to data structures, for instance, for searching algorithms. Related Aspects: (i.) "Solution over Theory", the intrinsic aspects recursive definition proofs are boiled down to running programs in OCaml.
5. Incorporate the teaching of Event-B to the MSS course. Event-B enables users i.) to use a tool (Rodin [2] ) to write mathematical models about sets (In Event-B, relations are sets of pairs), ii.) to tool-check whether the setbased model is correct, iii.) to conduct correctness proofs about set-based models, iv.) and to generate Java code (via the EventB2Java tool) for students to animate formal models of software systems. At INNO, we have written Event-B models for the core functionality of various Android apps including a car racing game, a social event planner, and an inventory system called OpenBravo [15] .
Implementation of Recommendations at INNO
Regarding recommendation 1, we have started the writing of the second part of the MSS' teacher guide book. The first part of the (second part of the) book introduces Event-B as the main modeling formalism. This first part is not written as a manual on Event-B, but the Event-B notation is introduced on-the-fly as examples require. The book introduces the Rodin platform (http://wiki.event-b.org/index.php/Rodin_Platfor which provides full support for writing Event-B models, for undertaking underlying correctness proofs, and for generating model implementations through the use of the EventB2Java plug-in tool. The book uses EventB2Java to animate the software specifications. Up to now we have worked on two software modeling examples. The first example fully introduces a social network called Poporo and its specification in predicate logic. The model includes an abstract machine and four machine refinements. The second chapter is dedicated to the modeling and verification in Event-B of a car racing game called RoadFighter. The third chapter is about proof strategies with Rodin. We want to build a recipe of strategies that students can reuse when discharging proofs with Rodin. It would be a similar work to the one presented in [16] . Recommendations 2 and 3 are future work. Plans are to introduce Coq into the course syllabus in the Fall of 2018. However, this would require a lot of effort before the term starts. It requires i.) to re-structure the slides of the first part of the course (about 25%), ii.) to re-work the homework assignments to be based on Coq, and iii.) to adapt the course project to account for Coq.
Recommendation 4 is also future work. Let us discuss an example of how this recommendation can be implemented in the classroom. We define a Stack in Objective Caml that implements standard operations. We ask students to implement a Map function that takes a function and a Stack object and applies the function to each element of the Stack. The result is a new Stack obtained by applying the function to each element of the original Stack. The Map function can be defined recursively. We ask students whether their recursive definitions are correct or not, and ask them to undertake the correctness proof formally. The Objective Caml program can naturally be re-written in Coq, where the proof can be conducted.
Regarding recommendation 5, at INNO, we have extended the teaching of Event-B to 4 sessions of two hours 45 minutes each. Each weekly session has its respective homework assignment on Event-B. The third deliverable of the course project has been re-oriented to the development of an Android app [19] , an Android car racing game called RoadFighter in the Fall of 2016. The Android app is structured following an MVC design pattern. The VC part is based on OpenGL, the M part must initially be modeled in Event-B and then code generated to Java using the EventB2Java tool. For the third course-project deliverable, students must conduct 4 tasks. The first task asks students to use ProB [21] to detect any likely deadlock or race condition in the Event-B model. The second task asks students to define safety properties in Event-B. The third task asks students to generate code, to animate it, and to check if the code runs as expected. The fourth task asks students to re-implement the interface of RoadFighter using Usability Engineering techniques as advocated by Jakob Nielsen in [23] .
In the next, we review the software modeling examples that we plan to add to the teacher guide book. All the examples are part of case studies related to papers published in international conferences and journals.
-Specification and verification of a multi-threaded task server [10, 27] . This modeling example demonstrates how a real-life server can be specified and verified using access permissions, capabilities that can be associated with references in a program [7] . The Novabase company has developed the server and provided access to large parts of its code. The specification of the server is based on existing documentation and discussions held with Novabase engineers. -Specification and verification of a social network in Event-B [14] . This example is helpful for the purpose of illustrating topics such as i.) sets, relations, and their operations ii.) modeling of security properties (access permissions) in logic, and iii.) inductive proofs. -Implementation of a social event planner in Event-B. The planner is coded as an Android applet. Users can schedule events (such as inviting to a wedding), and invite other people to the social event. The social event planner is built on top of the Event-B model of the previous example. -Specification and verification of an electronic purse for the JavaCard platform [12, 9] . This example illustrates concepts such as formal specification of class invariants and Design-by-Contract. -Formal software development of the OpenBravo inventory system in Event-B [15] . This example illustrates concepts such as using sets and relations to model a relational database and UML modeling. We have implemented the inventory system in Android.
How does Event-B compare to Z?
The Event-B modeling language [1] is based on predicate logic and set theory. Although Event-B shares essentially the same modeling language for stating state properties as Z, Event-B and Z [28, 29] offer different modeling mechanisms that are specialized in distinct mathematical aspects. Event-B and Z are both models for state transition systems. Event-B's language for expressing the dynamic behavior of state machines is based on events. On the other hand, Z uses a rich schema calculus mechanism for expressing the dynamic behavior of models. Z Schema calculus and Event-B events coupled with model refinement are different mechanisms. Z also offers refinement, but in practice, Z focuses more on formal specification and Event-B focuses more on model refinement and coding (whether manually written or tool-generated).
Another major difference between Event-B and Z is in the undertaking and use of invariants. In Event-B, each event definition produces proof obligations that attest to the correctness of machine invariants. These invariants might encode safety properties. On the other hand, in Z, invariants are incorporated into the model definitions, altering their meanings. They do not generate proof obligations. Other differences between Event-B and Z are in the notations used. Event-B does not have an explicit notation for variable post-state as Z does. Z uses a primed variable notation to denote the post-state of a variable. In Event-B, the use of a variable on the right-hand side of an assignment denotes the value of the variable in the pre-state of the event where the assignment is declared, and its use on the left-hand side denotes its value in the post-state of the execution of the event. Z uses a convention whereby the name of a schema parameter ends by a question mark symbol. In Event-B, parameters of an event are declared within an any symbol. Event preconditions can implicitly be encoded with the aid of event guards, schema preconditions are encoded with schema invariants that might make use of schema parameters.
Mapping Z specifications to Event-B can be tricky. One cannot say that, for instance, a Z schema can directly be mapped into an Event-B machine or an event. Event-B does not natively offer a feature similar to Z schema calculus operators. Schema calculus operators can possibly be encoded with the aid of events in Event-B. In general, if one is faced with the problem of porting a Z specification into Event-B, one should opt to rethink the Z specification in Event-B and write the Event-B model afresh, except for core definitions of sets, relations, and carrier sets, which are pretty much the same in both languages.
The Survey at INNO
Formal software development with Event-B follows what Jean-Raymond Abrial calls "the parachute strategy" in which systems are first considered from a very abstract and simple point of view, with broad fundamental observations. This view usually comprises few simple invariant properties that students can easily grasp, for instance, defining what can reasonably be expected from the operation of such a system. When writing a model for a software system in Event-B students should write an abstract machine (model) and then successively write refinement machines [3] . For each refinement machine Proof Obligations (POs) are to be discharged to ensure that it is a proper refinement of the most abstract machines. Only once all the machines are written and all the POs are discharged one can consider the underlying system has completely been modeled. But, if an abstract machine is modified, for instance, invariants are added to it, or some definition is changed, then typically new POs are generated for all the machines in the refinement chain, or existing proofs are to be re-run. The worst scenario happens when a software requirement changes or a new one is added on top of the existing ones as this typically would break existing invariants. Pedagogically speaking this raises a concern regarding the way members of a software development team should work together and how team members can share their workload. If team members work together in a way each member is in charge of designing and tool-proving the correctness of a machine, then each time a member introduces a change, the work of any team member in charge of a refinement machine becomes invalid. In an opposite direction, one team member can be in charge of writing the whole model, but then, at least from a pedagogical perspective, this will diminish the Event-B learning curve of the other team members. The parachute strategy advocates for the Waterfall software development methodology in which software requirements are set upfront and then the software development process starts. In practice, this is quite difficult to achieve, and even if it is achieved, it is often the case that actual definitions are changed on-the-fly, for instance, when one decides to encode a variable with a total and not with a partial function, invalidating all the related and discharged POs.
During the Fall of 2017 at INNO, we re-engineered the course project as was conceived initially during the training of the first author made at CMU back in 2015. As for today, the main goal of the project is to re-implement an Android app using the FM techniques discussed during the course. In 2017 we selected to develop WhatsApp (https://www.whatsapp.com/android/) using predicate logic and code generation techniques with EventB2Java. The development follows the standard MVC (Model-View-Controller) design pattern [17] . The VC part of WhatsApp is fully developed in Android Studio (https://developer.android.com/studio/index.htm using Usability Engineering techniques as advocated by Jakob Nielsen in [23] . WhatsApp's core functionality is fully designed and written in Event-B, using the Rodin platform [2] , and code generated to Java with the EventB2Java tool. The course project has 2 deliverables. The first deliverable is a Rodin project for the core functionality of WhatsApp (the M part), and a Java implementation of it generated with the EventB2Java tool. The second deliverable is the VC implementation of WhatsApp, an Android Studio project, which must be interfaced to the Java implementation generated for the first project deliverable.
The survey presented in this section was conducted in the Fall of 2017 at INNO to students of our MSS master course. The survey seeks to address the Individual Focus issue mentioned in Section 3. It attempts to discover ways students can work together as part of a team when developing software based on Event-B and Android. The survey was anonymous and all the 25 students of the course provided answers to all the questions. We initially gathered software requirements for WhatsApp from our experience using the app; we focused on the WhatsApp's Android mobile version and disregarded its web version. After we wrote the initial software requirements document we proceeded to formalize the requirements in the predicate calculus language of Event-B following Abrial's recommendations in [1] . However, afterwards, it was often the case we had discussions in and out the classroom to clarify our understanding of the functionality of the app, for instance, when two persons are chatting and one decides to delete a previously sent content (message, picture or video), shall this content be deleted from the sender, the receiver or anyone to whom the content has been forwarded too? Would this functionality (to delete a content item) be implemented differently if the person who is deleting the content is the sender (the person who sent the content initially) or the receiver of the content? All these questions required profound discussions both in and out the classroom as different implementations would break the invariants of the application. In short, although we all (students and instructors) had agreed upon on the content of a software requirements document for an application we all thought we perfectly understood, in reality, we needed to iterate over the requirements document and produce several releases. As instructors, at some point, we decided not to include certain functionality of the WhatsApp app as this would have caused to have too complex POs to discharge.
Student's Feedback
This above text gives the reader an introduction to the first question of the survey and the answers given by students. In a sense, instructors thought that students could possibly follow a Waterfall style of software development, but as we needed to evolve the software requirements document, we needed to revisit our understanding of the working of WhatsApp app and consult the customer (ourselves) on its functionality. By looking at the results, students are more or less equally fine for developing WhatsApp following Waterfall, Agile or combining both methodologies. In practice, students needed to combine both methodologies as requirements needed to change.
As for the last row of the results, 2 students selected Spiral as software development methodology, which goes in the direction of a software project in which software requirements evolve. According to the results, 80% of the students (the 3 first rows) followed a software methodology that they considered the most suitable. We gave students complete freedom so as to choose any software methodology that they considered the most appropriate to develop WhatsApp. Answer # % Fixed 6 24% Paired 18 72% None 1 4% Changes in software requirements are particularly cumbersome in software development with Event-B since they might affect one machine and therefore all the machines in its refinement-chain making often most of the discharged POs invalid afterwards. Students can then decide to split the number of machines (4 in this case) in equal shares among students (4 or 5 students per team), working individually and communicating decisions regularly as a team, or they can select some of the team members to work in the Event-B formalization and the rest of the members to work, for instance, in Android, in the visual interface of the app. But then, students were also concerned about learning Event-B properly as this was included in the final exam. 72% of the students selected the last option of team work (second row in the results table) in accordance with an Agile methodology of work in which requirements change constantly. 72% students (the first 2 rows) found difficult to come up with an implementation of the core functionality of WhatsApp. The initial difficulty was of course to write a sound model for WhatsApp in Event-B. Additional difficulties came from the use of the EventB2Java tool which did not support some of the Event-B's syntax so that teams needed to manually write the code generated by the tool.
Question 5: How difficult was for you to extend the code generated for the M (model) part of WhatsApp so that it can be used from the V (view) part?
Answer # % Very Hard 5 20% Hard 13 52% Moderate 4 16% Easy 3 12% Very easy 0 0% Students needed to extend the core functionality of WhatsApp in the following way. They needed i.) to define the architecture of their implementation of WhatsApp, and ii.) either implement it or use an existing platform that could handle concurrency of several users chatting with each other in several chatrooms. Students needed to write some wrapping code that links the interface of the app developed with Android Studio with the code generated by EventB2Java for the core functionality of the app. 72% of the students (the first 2 rows) considered that implementing this extension was difficult, which was expected by Course Instructors.
Question 6: Given flexible time and project conditions, which approach would you use to bridge/interface the Java code generated for the M part of WhatsApp to the implementation of its V part?
1. You would write Event-B code for the extended functionality of the M part functionality and would generate code to Java with the EventB2Java tool that interfaces with the V part of WhatsApp.
2. You would manually and directly implement the extended functionality in Java that interfaces with the V part of WhatsApp.
3. Both combined.
None.
Option # % Code generation 1 4% Manual Implementation 13 52% Both Combined 4 40% None 1 4%
This question is about whether in addition to writing a model in Event-B and using EventB2Java generate and implementation of it, students think it would be worthwhile to attempt a similar approach for the interface of WhatsApp. 52% of the students think it is not worthwhile to attempt a similar approach for the extended functionality, only 4% of them think it is, and 40% think that they could attempt a combined effort. Instructors of the course consider that it would be preferable to write the interface manually given the complexity and size of graphical libraries of Android.
Related Aspects
In what follows we discuss millennials' Related Aspects of our course-project on Android.
Tech Savvy. Though most of our students have prior experience in programming, only a bunch of them have prior experience in programming with the Android platform. Hence, working on an Android project during our course given them the opportunity to learn a new technology while working on mathematical formalisms behind the scenes.
Immediate Feedback. In our courses Event-B is introduced with the aid of the Rodin IDE [2] , a platform that provides support for writing models in Event-B. Rodin comes with a series of provers that give students feedback when discharging POs (Proof Obligations).
Visually Focused. During the third project deliverable students implement a visual interface of the Android app that links to its core functionality.
Socially Aware. Examples of social Android apps include a social event planner (an app to invite people to gather around a social event), WhatsApp, among others, all of which can be framed as course projects.
6 Formal Methods at Javeriana University xxxxx From the year of 2001, Computer Science undergraduate studies at Javeriana University (JU) follows the IEEE/ACM curriculum guidelines for Computer Science. In its 2013 version, this defines a Body of Knowledge for CS around eighteen areas, each divided into a collection of core and elective tiers. Only core tiers are mandatory for compliance with the IEEE/ACM CS recommendation.
Formal methods are included as elective triers in two areas, parallel/distributed computing and software engineering. At Javeriana those elective FM triers were integrated within the core curriculum, since the whole program was committed to the improvement of software quality production in the country. A one semester course on formal system modelling using the B language was then programmed. Students were required to have previously taken a mathematical logic course were they were exposed to the translation of informal statements into the precise language of predicate logic, and to the main techniques for hand-proving a theorem in this logic. In the FM course students used the Atelier-B platform for writing models of systems and for ascertaining their safety properties expressed in predicate logic.
The proof of correctness of a system model with respect to its safety properties was done interactively with the help of the predicate logic provers provided by Atelier-B. The properties had first to be extracted from an informal system specification and then expressed rigorously as formulas in predicate logic. Students usually showed scarce motivation for undertaking this task, that they deemed "too abstract", and so had serious difficulties stating properties in such a way that discharging the required proofs were not overly difficult. As a result the goal of convincing them FM is a practical system development technique was compromised.
After the characterization of millenials described in section 3 FM teaching strategy at JU changed. Formation was divided into two courses. The first course (Introduction to System Modelling) considers a subset of Event-B for expressing simple models in the Rodin platform. The systems considered are informally presented in videos found in the web (e.g. an airplane gear system) and students discuss what are the most relevant aspects to consider. They target observations that can be represented by simple units, such as "extended/retracted" or "open/closed". Students are only required to include in their models the most basic properties expressed as arithmetic predicates. The student can observe the behaviour of the model using a simulator tool. In this course, properties are not proven interactively for the model but automatically verified using an accompanying model checking tool. This way students have immediate feedback both on the way observations change and on possible properties violations.
Related Aspects: (i) "Visually Focused" (ii) "Discovery Driven" (iii) "Immediate feedback"
The second course considers modelling and correctness proof of more complex models. In this case students must undertake the task of expressing complex properties in logic and construct a model in which those properties are proved to be verified. In order to adapt the course to the characterization of millenials, this is done stepwise by carefully choosing graded examples each illustrating a certain type of property. The examples come from systems the students are familiar with, such as social networks. Students are supplied (by using the Rodin platform) with a collection of different formal provers. By experimenting with these tools students discover when to use one or the other to discharge each proof obligation of the model. They then informally characterize the type of proof suitable to each prover. The course explores afterwards specific proving strategies that students relate to their informal discoveries. All concepts treated in this course are always illustrated by means of some tool.
A relevant case is the development of correct computer programs by modelling. The formal model of the program is developed step by step as a collection of ever more detailed models. Each one of these is verified with the tools as described before. When the last model only contains expressions and commands that students recognize as similar to those present in general-purpose programming languages, a tool is used to automatically translate the model into a Java program that is then run. Students then compare the execution of this program to the behavior they observed of the model when using the model-checking tool.
The "socially aware" characteristic of millenials is used for building motivation in FM. In addition to the examples chosen, this is enhanced by frequent in-class discussion of real-life software technology problems that have affected people lives. Students have to assess what sort of FM strategies introduced in those technologies might have avoided non desirable consequences.
Related Aspects: (i) "Active Learner" (ii) "Discovery Driven" (iii) "Immediate Feedback" (iv) "Socially Aware".
Conclusion and Future Work
It is evident that students today are different to students 10 or 15 years ago, and some of those differences are noticeable in the way they learn. This paper discusses some of those differences and describes how we have accounted for them in our teaching of FM.
Students learn better through the use of technology than by memorizing a formula. We discussed this aspect in Section 4.4 when we proposed to use proof assistants (provers) to help students understand better how to conduct deductive proofs. Besides recreating proof sketches on paper or the whiteboard, Instructors should also use proof assistants in the classroom for students to conduct deductive proofs. Recursion is a topic difficult to understand in general, nonetheless, proof assistants can be used to prove that recursive definitions are well-founded, and the results of the Curry-Howard isomorphism validate the fact of running the proofs as programs.
The use of the EventB2Java code generator is an asset in our courses. Students are always positively surprised to see how mathematical models based on predicate calculus relate to programs written in Java (or another programming language). They love to execute mathematical models to get a grasp on their behavior.
Motivating students through the use of modeling examples that can be implemented as Android apps is also an asset in our course. Technology attracts students. For the car racing game example mentioned in Section 4.3, students use sets and relations to model car lanes, obstacles, position and velocity for objects, among other features. By generating implementations with the EventB2Java tool, students can run their models and check if their implementations function as expected.
Most of our future work is related to completing the guide book with a battery modeling examples and homework assignments as described in Section 4.3. Each example includes i.) the core functionality of the example written in Event-B, ii.) all the POs discharged with Rodin, iii.) an implementation of the functionality generated with the EventB2Java tool, and iv.) an interface implementation, e.g. an Android app implementation with Android studio. Introducing Coq to the first part of the MSS course is also future work.
For the Fall of 2018 we will continue working on an Android course project with 2 course project deliverables based on the experience gained in the Fall of 2017 with WhatsApp.
Finally, we would like to mention one of the difficulties that millennials have regarding Learning from Failure. Millennials love to learn from failure, and use counter-examples to check if something is right or wrong, but the logical meaning they attach to counter-examples is often wrong. If I say "most water bottles are made of plastic", then a student might think it's not true because he knows "a water bottle made of glass", without realizing that the two sentences are not conflicting each other. The second sentence does not make the first sentence invalid. To help students understand the first sentence one would need to add some redundancy, let us say, "most but not all the water bottles are made of plastic".
